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Abstract
Background: Atopic diseases are characterized by IgE antibody responses that are 
dependent on cognate CD4 T cell help and T cell- produced IL- 4 and IL- 13. Current 
models of IgE cell differentiation point to the role of IgG memory B cells as precursors 
of pathogenic IgE plasma cells. The goal of this work was to identify intrinsic features 
of memory B cells that are associated with IgE production in atopic diseases.
Methods: Peripheral blood B lymphocytes were collected from individuals with phy-
sician diagnosed asthma or atopic dermatitis (AD) and from non- atopic individuals. 
These samples were analyzed by spectral flow cytometry, single cell RNA sequencing 
(scRNAseq), and in vitro activation assays.
Results: We identified a novel population of IgG memory B cells characterized by the 
expression of IL- 4/IL- 13 regulated genes FCER2/CD23, IL4R, IL13RA1, and IGHE, de-
noting a history of differentiation during type 2 immune responses. CD23+IL4R+IgG+ 
memory B cells had increased occurrence in individuals with atopic disease. 
Importantly, the frequency of CD23+IL4R+IgG+ memory B cells correlated with levels 
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

IgE antibodies play a central role in allergic reactions due to their 
ability to bind to high- affinity FcεR1 receptors on mast cells and in-
duce degranulation upon antigen cross- linking.1,2 IgE may also con-
tribute to the pathogenesis of chronic allergic inflammation.3 IgE 
has the lowest serum concentration and half- life among immuno-
globulins,4,5 and IgE- producing B lymphocytes are rare,6,7 yet small 
amounts of high- affinity IgE can mediate mast- cell degranulation.8,9

Studies of IgE cell differentiation in mice demonstrated that 
high- affinity IgE- producing cells form in an unconventional way.10 
Most IgE cells exist as plasma cells, there is a lack of IgE memory 
cells,11– 13 and high- affinity IgE plasma cells are generated through 
the sequential switching of affinity matured IgG1 cells to IgE.11,14– 16 
Studies of human atopy support the notion that human pathogenic 
IgE originates from IgG memory precursors.10 Sequencing of the 
switch regions of IgE genes uncovered footprints of the switch re-
gions of IgG1 (Sγ1) and IgG4 (Sγ4),17 high throughput human BCR 
repertoire sequencing described relatedness between IgE and IgG 

repertoires,18,19 and longitudinal studies on allergen- specific IgG and 
IgE antibodies in children found that specific IgG responses precede 
and are a risk factor for IgE sensitization.10,20,21 However, unique 
features of the IgG memory B cells that may be precursors of IgE 
plasma cells have not been described.

IL- 4 and IL- 13 are cytokines produced by T cells in type 2 re-
sponses that are essential for the development of allergic diseases. 
IL- 4 binds to type I and type II receptors, while IL- 13 binds to type II 
receptors. Type I receptors are formed by the association of IL4Rα 
with IL2Rγ.22 The association of IL- 13Rα1 with IL4Rα forms the type 
II receptors.23 IL- 4/IL- 13 signaling leads to phosphorylation and nu-
clear translocation of the transcription factor STAT6. Phospho- STAT6 
(pSTAT6) binds to the germline Iε promoter and together with nuclear 
factor kB (NF- kB), PU.1, and PAX5, induces germline Cε transcrip-
tion, an essential initial step in class switch recombination (CSR) to 
IgE.5,24,25 CSR to IgE also requires simultaneous activation through 
an activating receptor such as CD40.26,27 In fact, CD40/CD40L in-
teractions are essential to produce switched antibodies, including 
IgE in vivo.28 CD40 signaling activates NF- kB,29 which synergizes 

of circulating IgE. Consistently, in vitro stimulated B cells from atopic individuals gen-
erated more IgE+ cells than B cells from non- atopic subjects.
Conclusions: These findings suggest that CD23+IL4R+ IgG+ memory B cells transcrib-
ing IGHE are potential precursors of IgE plasma cells and are linked to pathogenic IgE 
production.

K E Y W O R D S
atopic diseases, high- dimensional flow cytometry, IgE, memory IgG, single- cell sequencing

G R A P H I C A L  A B S T R A C T
We identified a novel population of IgG+IL4R+CD23+ type 2-marked memory B cells that are increased in peripheral blood of subjects with 
asthma or atopic dermatitis compared to non- atopic subjects. Type 2- marked IgG memory B cell frequency correlates with circulating levels 
of IgE antibodies. They express IL- 4/IL- 13 regulated genes, ie FCER2/CD23, IL4R, IL13RA1, and IGHE. B cells from atopic subjects generate 
more IgE cells when stimulated in ex vivo cultures than B cells from non- atopic subjects. IgG+IL4R+CD23+ have the highest ability to switch 
to IgE among IgG memory B cells.
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with pSTAT6 to activate B cells and induce the enzyme AID, which 
mediates class switch recombination.30 In addition, pSTAT6, in con-
junction with other transcription factors, activates the promoters of 
IL4R, FCER2 (encoding CD23), CD80, CD86, and MHC II genes,31 en-
dowing B cells with increased IL- 4 responsiveness, increased ability 
to present antigen to T cells and to undergo CSR to IgE.

The goal of this work was to characterize cell- intrinsic unique 
features of B lymphocytes from atopic subjects that may be linked 
to an enhanced ability to switch to IgE. Using flow cytometry and 
scRNAseq, we identified differences in memory B- cell composition 
between atopic and non- atopic subjects. Importantly, we described 
a novel population of IgG memory B cells with a type 2- induced 
profile characterized by expression of IL4R, IL13RA1, CD23, and by 
transcription of the IGHE locus. Type 2- marked IgG memory cells 
may contain allergen- specific clones and could play an important 
role in allergy persistence as precursors of IgE plasma cells.

2  |  MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1  |  Participant recruitment and blood processing

Atopic and non- atopic subjects were recruited at New York 
University Medical Center (NYUMC) and Mount Sinai Hospitals 
(MSH) under protocols approved by the Institutional Review Boards 
of NYUMC and MSH. Peripheral blood samples were collected in 
lithium- heparin vacutainer tubes. PBMCs and plasma were isolated 
by density gradient centrifugation using Ficoll- Paque PLUS (GE 
Healthcare, Chicago, IL) and cryopreserved in human AB serum 
(GemCell, Gemini- Bioproducts, West Sacramento, CA) containing 
10% DMSO (Sigma- Aldrich, St Louis, MO). PBMCs were stored in 
liquid nitrogen, and plasma samples were stored at −80°C until use. 
Participant information can be found in Table S1.

2.2  |  Spectral flow cytometry analysis of B 
lymphocytes

Cryopreserved PBMCs were thawed and stained for cell- surface 
proteins by using specific antibodies. Immunoglobulins were stained 
intracellularly (with exception of IgM and IgD). Cells were analyzed 
using a Cytek™ 4- laser Aurora (Cytek Biosciences) cytometer. Results 
were analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star Inc., Ashland, OR). 
Live B cells were gated as CD19+ after the exclusion of dead cells. A 
full description of sample preparation, data treatment, and analysis 
are stated in the Appendix S2. Used antibodies are in Table S2.

2.3  |  IgE ELISA

IgE was measured in plasma using a Human IgE ELISA kit from 
Mabtech (3810- 1H) following the manufacturer's directions. Briefly, 
ELISA plates were coated overnight with anti- human IgE (Clone 107) 

diluted to 2 μg/ml, washed, and then blocked for 1 h with PBS con-
taining 0.05% Tween 20 and 0.1% BSA. Plasma samples were added, 
and the plates were incubated for 2 h at room temperature. After 
washing, a biotinylated detection anti- human IgE antibody (Clone 
182) diluted to 0.3 μg/ml was added, plates were incubated for 1 h 
at room temperature and washed 5 times. Finally, a 1:1000 diluted 
streptavidin- HRP was incubated for 1 hour at room temperature 
and washed 7 times, and color was developed through the TMB pro-
cedure (Biolegend 421,101). 2N H2SO4 was used as a stop solution 
after 15 min.

2.4  |  Cell sorting

Cryopreserved PBMCs were thawed and stained for cell- surface 
proteins by using specific antibodies for CD19, CD27, IgG, IgD, 
IgM, CD23, and CD124 (IL4Ra). IgG memory cells were gated as 
Live- Dead−, CD19+, CD27+/med, IgG+, IgD−, and IgM−. Four different 
populations were sorted from the IgG memory compartment based 
on the expression of CD23 and CD124. Gating strategy and purity 
check are available as Figure S5C and S5D.

2.5  |  B- cell ex vivo expansion

Isolated B cells were seeded over mitomycin- C treated fibroblasts 
expressing CD40L and BAFF. 10,000 B cells were cultured in the 
presence of IL- 4 (20 ng/ml) and/or IL- 13 (20 ng/ml). Cells were har-
vested after 8 days. For the sorting experiments, a total number of 
1000 cells of each of the sorted populations were cultured in the 
presence of IL- 4 (40 ng/ml) for 8 days. B cells were then stained for 
flow cytometry extracellularly for CD19, CD27, CD38, IgM, and 
IgD and intracellularly for IgG, IgA, and IgE. Before acquiring the 
samples, 5ul of CountBright Absolute Counting Beads (Invitrogen 
C36950) was added to each sample. Cells were acquired in a 4 laser 
CytoFLEX (Beckman Coulter) cytometer. Results were analyzed 
using FlowJo software (Tree Star Inc., Ashland, OR).

2.6  |  Single- cell RNA sequencing (scRNAseq): 
library preparation and sequencing

Total B cells were isolated using EasySep™ Human Pan- B Cell 
Enrichment Kit (StemCell Technologies #19554) from frozen PBMCs. 
Purified B cells were counted and stained for AbSeq and Multiplexing 
antibodies following the manufacturer's instruction. Samples were 
grouped in sets of 4 (1:1:1:1) in 4 different cartridges. Approximately 
54,000 cells were loaded per cartridge. Three different libraries 
(mRNA, AbSeq, and Sample- Tag) were prepared per cartridge fol-
lowing the mRNA Whole Transcriptome Analysis (WTA), AbSeq, 
and Sample Tag Library Preparation following Protocol Revision 
23– 21,752- 00 by BD Biosciences. Libraries were sequenced using an 
Illumina NovaSeq sequencing S4 by Genewiz LLC. A full description 
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4  |    ARANDA et al.

of sample preparation, data quality, data treatment, and statistical 
analysis are stated in Appendix S1 and S2.

3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  A population of IgG memory B lymphocytes 
expressing CD23 and IL4R is increased in the blood of 
atopic subjects

To determine phenotypic differences between B lymphocytes from 
atopic and non- atopic subjects, we analyzed using spectral cytome-
try, total B lymphocytes in PBMC from adult subjects with medically 
diagnosed atopic dermatitis (AD, n = 8) or asthma (AS, n = 10), and 
from non- atopic healthy donors (NA, n = 9) (Table S1). To resolve B- 
cell populations according to differentiation stage, immunoglobulin 
isotype expression, and expression of cytokine receptors and activa-
tion markers, we designed a flow cytometry panel containing anti-
bodies to HLA- DR, CD19, CD20, CD24, CD27, CD38, IgM, IgD, IgG, 
IgA, IgE, CD1c, CD29/ITGB1, CXCR3, CD73, CD22, CD72, CD71 
(transferrin receptor), and the IL- 4/IL- 13 regulated receptors CD23/
FCER2, IL4RA, and IL13RA1 (Table S2).

The 23 flow files generated in a Cytek™ Aurora cytometer were 
first concatenated after gating out non- B cells. Conventional manual 
gating was then used to define: (a) IgD+CD27− naive B cells, (b) un-
switched IgD+IgM+ memory B (MBC) cells and plasmablasts/plasma 
cells (PC), and (c) switched IgM−IgD− MBC + PC (Figure S1A).

We used unsupervised FlowSOM analysis of mean fluorescence 
intensity (MFI) for each marker to identify populations within naive 
and MBC + PCs gated cells, and then compared the distribution of 
B lymphocytes from the three subjects' groups in the populations.

The most significant differences between subjects' groups were 
found among IgM−IgD− switched MBC + PC populations (P1s– P10s; 
Figure 1A, B), of which P1s to P8s were identified as CD20+ switched 
memory B cells, and P9s and P10s, containing CD20lowCD27hiCD38hi 
B cells, as IgA+ PC and IgG+ PC, respectively. P1s and P4s were the 
largest memory populations, containing CD23−IL4R− IgG+ (P1s) and 
CD23−IL4R− IgA+ (P4s) MBC (Figure 1A, B). Of note were populations 
P6s, P7s, and P8s, containing IL4R+IgA+ MBC (P6s), CD23+IgG+ MBC 
(P7s), and IL4R+CD23+IgG+ MBC (P8s).

To determine relationships between the populations, we gen-
erated a self- organizing map of clusters where associations are de-
picted as a tree (Figure 1C), into which single marker expression was 
mapped (Figure S1B). The two main populations containing IgG+ and 
IgA+ MBC (P1s and P4s, respectively) divided two regions of the tree. 
Two small clusters of CD23+IgG+ P7s cells and IL4R+CD23+IgG+ P8s 
cells branched out from the main IgG+ population. The proximity be-
tween P7s and P8s indicates relatedness, and the more distal position 
of P8s suggests higher differentiation (Figure 1C and Figure S1B). 
Two other branches coming out from the main IgG+ tree contained 
CXCR3+CD72+IgG+ cells (P2s), and CD71+IgG+ cells, both distant to 
the CD23+ populations (Figure 1C and Figure S1B).

To visualize expression at the single- cell level, we gener-
ated t- SNE plots of the switched B cells displaying all populations 
(Figure S2A), and expression of individual markers (Figure S2B). 
IL4R+ and CD23+ cells were found mostly among IgG+ cells both 
in CD27+ and CD27low t- SNE areas, and CD71+ cells were outside 
and among the CD23+ and IL4R+ IgG areas (Figure S2B). CXCR3+ 
cells in the t- SNE plots did not co- localize with CD23+ or IL4R+ cells 
(Figure S2B). This is consistent with the differential regulation of 
CXCR3 and IL4R/CD23 by IFNγ and IL- 4/IL- 13,32,33 respectively, and 
the known counter regulation between IFNγ and IL- 4/IL- 13 signaling 
in B cells.34

The distribution of B cells from non- atopic (NA), AS and AD 
subjects among the 10 switched populations was then analyzed 
(Figure S2C). P7s cell frequency was significantly higher in AS 
(2.8- fold) and AD (3.3- fold) groups than in the non- atopic group 
(Figure 1D), and P8s was significantly higher in the AS (4.3- fold) than 
the non- atopic group (Figure 1E). Other smaller populations that 
tended to have a higher frequency in the atopic samples were P3s 
and P5s, which expressed the activation marker CD71.35 In contrast, 
P1s, the main CD23−IL4R− IgG population tended to have a lower 
frequency in atopic subjects (Figure S2C).

To corroborate the differences in frequency of IL- 4R and CD23 ex-
pressing IgG+ MBC between atopic and non- atopic subjects, we also 
used conventional manual gating (Figure 1F). AS and AD samples had 
a significantly lower frequency of IL4R−CD23−IgG+ cells than NA sam-
ples, and AS samples had a significantly higher frequency of CD23+IgG+ 
and IL4R+CD23+IgG+ than NA samples (Figure 1G). No significant dif-
ferences were found for conventionally gated IgA+ cells (Figure S2D).

We next analyzed CD27 expression in IL4R+, CD23+, 
IL4R+CD23+, and IL4R−CD23− IgG+ MBC and found that most 
of these cells expressed CD27, with the highest CD27 expression 
being among the IL4R−CD23− and CD23+ IgG cells (Figure 1H and 
Figure S2E). Previously, a population of CD27−IgD− double negative 
B cells expressing FCER2/CD23 and IL4R markers was reported, but 
no CD27+ IgG memory B cells with those features were described.36

The results above identified IL4R+CD23+IgG+ MBC with in-
creased frequency in individuals with asthma or atopic dermatitis.

3.2  |  IL4R+CD23+ and CD23+ IgG+ MBC 
frequencies correlate with plasma levels of IgE

A direct correlation between IL4R+CD23+IgG+ MBC and IgE anti-
bodies would be consistent with the role of these cells in IgE gen-
eration. We thus determined correlations between the CD23 and 
IL4R- expressing IgG+ populations defined in the unsupervised 
analysis (Figure 1A) and the conventional gating analysis (Figure 1F), 
and plasma IgE levels (Figure 2A). Positive correlations were found 
between IgE and all populations expressing CD23: P7S, P8s, and 
conventionally gated IgG+CD23+ and IL4R+CD23+IgG+ (Figure 2B), 
while IgG+IL4R−CD23− and IgG+IL4R+ cells correlated negatively 
with CD23 expressing cells and with IgE antibodies (Figure 2B, C). 
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All correlations are shown in Figure S3A. These findings strongly 
suggest that IgG+IL4R+CD23+ and IgG+CD23+ MBC are linked to 
IgE production.

3.3  |  Effects of atopy on IgM memory and naive B 
lymphocytes

Unsupervised and conventional flow cytometry analysis was also 
carried out for IgM/D+ MBC + PC and for naive B cells. The unsu-
pervised analysis of unswitched IgM/D+ MBC + PC cells (Figure 3A, 
B) identified 5 memory populations (P1u, P2u, P3u, P4u, and P6u) 
and a PC population (P5u). P3u, the largest population, contained 
CD23−IL4R− unswitched MBC. Three small populations contained 
CD23+ and IL4R+ cells, P1u, P2u, and P4u. Interestingly, P2u and 

P4u branched out from the main tree, P2u (CD23+) being more in-
ternal and P4u (IL4R+CD23+) distal in the same branch, similarly to 
equivalent populations of IgG memory. Here too CXCR3 expressing 
memory cells (P6u) were not in proximity of the main CD23+ branch 
(Figure 3B and t- SNE plots in Figure S4A- B), reflecting the differ-
ential induction of CXCR3 by IFNγ, and of CD23 by IL- 4/IL- 13, and 
counter regulation between IFNγ and IL- 4/IL- 13 signaling. While 
no significant differences among groups were found in the unsu-
pervised analysis of populations (Figure 3C), conventional gating 
identified a significant reduction in CD23−IL4R− unswitched IgM/D+ 
memory population in AS and AD compared to non- atopic samples 
(Figure 3D, E).

Unsupervised analysis of naive B cells defined 6 populations 
(P1n to P6n), of which P3n cells were identified as transitional B cells 
based on expression CD38 and CD24 (Figure 3F, G). P3n may contain 

F I G U R E  1  Full spectral flow cytometry 
analysis of switched memory B cells and 
plasma cells from atopic and non- atopic 
subjects. (A– E) Unsupervised analysis of 
IgM−IgD−CD19+ B cells from concatenated 
samples using the FlowSOM algorithm. 
(A) The heatmap on the left shows the 
relative expression levels of the analyzed 
listed proteins (x- axis, top) and (B) the 
identification of populations (y- axis, 
right). The populations' composition in 
all samples is shown in the violin plots 
on the right. (C) Tree of clusters showing 
the same populations as in A. Populations 
P7s and P8s branch from the largest 
population P1s, containing IgG memory 
cells. (D– E) Frequency of populations P7s 
(C) and P8s (D) in non- atopic (NA), asthma 
(AS), and atopic dermatitis (AD) subjects. 
(F– H) Conventional gating analysis of 
CD23 and IL4R expression in IgG memory 
B cells. (F) Representative flow plots. 
(G) Percentages of IL4R−CD23−, IL4R+, 
CD23+, and IL4R+CD23+ in IgG memory 
cells from samples of NA, AS, and AD 
subjects. (H) Representative histograms 
of CD27 expression in IL4R−CD23−, IL4R+, 
CD23+, and IL4R+CD23+ IgG memory 
cells. *p < .05; ***p < .001.
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Breg precursors, which are contained in CD24hiCD38hi immature 
blood B cells.37,38 IL- 10- producing Bregs were found to be decreased 
in severe AD patients.37,38 In our analysis, the average frequency of 

P3n cells was lower in AS and AD than in NA subjects, but the dif-
ferences were not statistically significant. IL4R and CD23 are devel-
opmentally expressed in large part of mature naive B cells, as seen 

F I G U R E  2  IL4R+CD23+ and CD23+ IgG+ MBC frequencies correlate with plasma levels of IgE. (A) IgE levels among non- atopic (NA), 
asthma (AS), and atopic dermatitis (AD) subjects. (B) Spearman correlation matrix between: CD23 and IL4R- expressing switched memory 
populations defined by unsupervised analysis (P7s and P8s), IgG memory populations defined by conventional gating (IL4R−CD23−, 
IL4R+, CD23+, IL4R+CD23+, and all CD23+/IL4R+), and levels of total IgE in plasma. An X indicates non- significant correlation (p > .05) (C) 
Scatterplots showing all individual sample correlations between the switched memory populations of interest (as in B), and plasma IgE levels.
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8  |    ARANDA et al.

in IL4R+CD23+ P1n, the largest naive population, and IL4R+ P5n, the 
second largest (Figure 3F, G). P4n, IL4R−CD23− relatively abundant 
naive population, was found to be significantly decreased in the 
AS and AD groups compared to the non- atopic group (Figure 3H). 
Conventional analysis found a significantly decreased frequency of 
IL4R−CD23− and an increase in the frequency of IL4R+CD23+ naive 
B in AS versus non- atopic groups (Figure 3I, J).

In sum, we found a significant reduction in CD23−IL4R− un-
switched memory and naive B cells in atopic subjects, and a signif-
icant increase in CD23+IL4R+ unswitched memory and naive B in 
subjects with asthma compared with non- atopic subjects.

3.4  |  B lymphocytes from atopic subjects have a 
high propensity to switch to IgE

To determine whether B cells from atopic subjects had a higher pro-
pensity to switch to IgE, we compared the generation of IgE cells 
in cultures of purified B lymphocytes from non- atopic healthy sub-
jects (NA; n = 9), and from subjects with asthma (AS; n = 7) or AD 
(n = 9). Purified B lymphocytes devoid of plasma cells (Figure S5A) 
were cultured on a layer of fibroblasts expressing human CD40L and 
BAFF (h40LB), without (media) or with the addition of IL- 4, IL- 13, 
or IL- 4 + IL- 13 (Figure 4A). The cells were harvested after 8 days of 
culture and analyzed by flow cytometry (Figure S5B). Total B- cell 
numbers, a proxy for proliferation, were significantly higher in cul-
tures from AD subjects than in those from non- atopic subjects, and a 
similar tendency was observed in cultures of AS subjects (Figure 4B). 
IgE cells were quantified in the cultures by intracellular staining 
(Figure 4C). Very few IgE+ cells were found in cultures without IL- 4 
or IL- 13 but the addition of these cytokines promoted class switch-
ing to IgE. Importantly, IL- 4 and IL- 13 stimulated cultures of atopic 
subjects had a significantly higher frequency of IgE+ cells than cul-
tures from non- atopic subjects (Figure 4D). To confirm the contri-
bution of the IgG memory subsets expressing CD23 and/or IL4R to 
the generation of IgE cells, we sorted IgG cells from asthma and AD 
patients based on their expression of IL4R and CD23 (Figure S5C, 
D) and cultured them over h40LB cells with added IL- 4. We ob-
served that IL4R+CD23+ IgG B cells generated more IgE cells (2.3- 
fold) than their IL4R−CD23− counterparts. The number of IgE cells 
in cultures of IL4R−CD23+ and IL4R+CD23− was also higher than in 

IL4R−CD23− IgG cell cultures (1.4- fold and 1.8- fold, respectively) 
though the differences were not statistically significant (Figure 4E). 
These results demonstrate enhanced response to activation and 
class switching to IgE of B cells from atopic than non- atopic sub-
jects, and that IL4R+CD23+ IgG memory B cells are involved in this 
response.

3.5  |  Transcriptional profile of B lymphocytes from 
atopic and non- atopic subjects

To characterize gene expression signatures associated with atopy, 
we carried out scRNAseq analysis of total B cells from PBMC of 
non- allergic (n = 5), AS (n = 3), and AD (n = 3) subjects. We quality- 
controlled the samples by removing cells with more than 25% mi-
tochondrial gene expression, doublets, and expression outliers with 
extremely large counts (Figure S6A– D). Using Seurat and Monocle3 
analysis, we identified 15 B lymphocytes clusters contained in three 
mega clusters of (a) naive B cells (N1- N6); (b) MBC (M1– M7); and (c) 
PC (PC1- PC2) (Figure 5A– C and Figure S6E).

A pseudotime analysis of the clusters with N5 as the earliest dif-
ferentiation stage, suggests a maturation pathway with directional-
ity through transitional (N5 → N4) and naive cells (N2 → N1 → N3) 
(Figure 5B and Dataset A, B). Two main branches of differentiation 
of memory cells were identified, M1- M4- M7, and M2- M3 with a 
branch to M6 (Figure 5B). Seurat::FindMarkers analysis identified 
differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in each cluster (Figure 5C and 
Dataset B). Consistent with the pseudotime analysis, the directional 
relatedness of the transitional to naive clusters can be seen in the 
expression of DEGs NEIL1, TCL1A, PCDH9, SOX4, and HRK (highest 
is N5, lower in N4), common DEG between N5, N4, and N2 (FOSB, 
FOS), and common DEGs between N4 and N2 (FCER2, PLPP5). Naive 
cluster N3 can be distinguished from all the other naive clusters by 
having the lowest expression of FOS, FOSB, and ZPF36. A high skew-
ness in the distribution of pseudotime values of the transitional and 
naive clusters demonstrates homogeneity in the early transitional 
N5 cluster, while low skewness indicates high heterogeneity in N4, 
N2, N1, and N3 (Figure S6F).

Among memory B cells, shared DEGs associated with M1/M4/
M7 were GPR183 (encoding EBI2), ZFP36, RGS2, and NR4A2. While 
M6 is related to M2 and M3 through TCF7 and SCIMP, M2 and M3 

F I G U R E  3  Full spectral flow cytometry analysis of unswitched memory B cells and naive B cells from atopic and non- atopic subjects. (A– 
C) Unsupervised analysis of IgM+ and/or IgD+ CD27+ CD19+ B cells from concatenated samples using the FlowSOM algorithm. (A) Heatmap 
showing the relative expression levels of the analyzed listed proteins (y- axis, left) and the identification of populations (x- axis, bottom). 
(B) Tree of clusters showing the same populations as in A. (C) Frequency of the different populations P1u- P6u in non- atopic (NA), asthma 
(AS), and atopic dermatitis (AD) subjects. (D, E) Conventional gating analysis of CD23 and IL4R expression in unswitched memory B cells. 
(D) Representative flow plots. (E) Percentages of IL4R−CD23−, IL4R+, CD23+, and IL4R+CD23+ in unswitched memory B cells from samples 
of NA, AS, and AD subjects. (F– H) Unsupervised analysis of IgM+ and/or IgD+ CD27− CD19+ B cells from concatenated samples using the 
FlowSOM algorithm. (F) Heatmap showing the relative expression levels of the analyzed listed proteins (y- axis, left) and the identification of 
populations (x- axis, bottom). (G) Tree of clusters showing the same populations as in F. (H) Frequency of the different populations P1N- P6N in 
non- atopic (NA), asthma (AS), and atopic dermatitis (AD) subjects. (I, J) Conventional gating analysis of CD23 and IL4R expression in naive B 
cells. (I) Representative flow plots. (J) Percentage of IL4R−CD23−, IL4R+, CD23+, and IL4R+CD23+ in naive B cells from samples of NA, AS and 
AD subjects. +p < .1; *p < .05.
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    |  9ARANDA et al.

share DEGs LINC01781 and MARCKS (Figure 5D, E and Dataset C). 
M3 is uniquely characterized by several Ca2+ binding proteins, M7 
by NEAT, FGR, FCRL5, and M4 by high expression of CD1C (Figure 5D, 
E and Dataset C). The differential expression between M1/M4/M7 
and M2/M3/M6 shows enrichment of IGHM, IGHD, FOS, FOSD, 
FOXP1, and CD1C in the M1/M4/M7, while the M2/M3/M6 path is 
enriched in switched IGHA, IGHGs, TCF7, and COCH (Figure 5D, E 
and Dataset C). The directionality of differentiation and character-
istic DEGs are shown in Figure 5E. The low skewness of pseudotime 
distribution in M1 and M4 indicates heterogeneous cell populations, 
while high pseudotime skewness in M3, M6, and M7 indicates quite 
homogenous cell populations (Figure S6G).

Two clusters of PCs were defined (PC1 and PC2), PC1 comprised 
most IgA (IGHA) PC and all IgM (IGHM) PC, while PC2 comprised most 

IgG (IGHG1/2/3/4) PC (Figure 5A and Figure S7A– C). The frequency 
of PC was higher in AD samples than in AS or NA samples, with a 
particularly high frequency of IgA PC (Figure S7D, E). There were 7 
IgE PCs identified, 6 in PC1, and one in PC2 (Figure 6A). All IgE PC 
were from atopic subjects, 6 from AD and 1 from AS. Differential ex-
pression between 7 IgE PC and other cells is possible (Figure S7C and 
Dataset D); however, this comparison although significant (p < .05) is 
underpowered due to the low number of IgE PCs.39

In sum, we identified naive, memory, and plasma cell populations 
in human PBMC, and possible differentiation relatedness and pro-
gression were characterized. Notable, two differentiation memory 
branches were distinguished, one enriched in switched memory B 
cells and characterized by expression of TCF7, a transcription factor 
associated with self- renewal.

F I G U R E  4  B lymphocytes from atopic subjects have a high propensity to switch to IgE. (A) Schematic representation of the ex vivo 
system for culturing B cells. (B) Number of total B cells after 8 days of culture without added cytokines (medium) or with IL- 4, IL- 13, or 
IL- 4 + IL- 13. (C) Representative plots showing IgE cells after 8 days in cultures with IL- 4. (D) Number of IgE cells after 8 days without added 
cytokines (medium) or with IL- 4, IL- 13, or IL- 4 + IL- 13. (E) Number of IgE cells after 8 days of in vitro culture of sorted IgG cells expressing 
IL4R−CD23−, IL4R+CD23−, IL4R−CD23+, and IL4R+CD23+. Cells were cultured as in A with IL- 4. *p < .05, ns, non- significant.
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10  |    ARANDA et al.

3.6  |  A B- cell memory cluster with type 2 immune 
marks is expanded in atopic subjects

A more in- depth analysis of memory clusters as defined in Figure 5A 
was performed to identify cluster- specific DEGs and to determine 

the distribution of cells from atopic and non- atopic samples in the 
clusters (Figure 6A). Isotype expression analysis (Figure 6B) showed 
that M1 and M4 contained predominantly IGHM+/IGHD+ cells, M7 
contained IGHD+ and IGHG3+ cells, and M2 and M3 were enriched in 
IGHA1+ and IGHA2+ cells. M6 was enriched in IGHG1+ cells and was 
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    |  11ARANDA et al.

distinctively the only cluster with significant expression of IGHG4 
and IGHE.

Top M6 DEGs were associated with the IL- 4/IL- 13 pathway, such 
as IGHE, IL13RA1, IL4R, IGHG4, FCER2, and IGHG1 while lacking ex-
pression of IFNγ regulated TBX21 (Figure 6C, Figure S8A– D, and 
Dataset E). As most IGHE transcribing cells are found in cluster M6 
(Figure S8A), which contains IGHG1+ and IGHG4+ cells (Figure 6B), 
these IGHE+ cells are likely IgG1 or IgG4 MBC transcribing germline 
IGHE. Other genes strongly associated with this cluster are HOPX, 
encoding a transcriptional regulator involved in the persistence of 
Th1 cells,40 RNGTT, encoding an mRNA capping enzyme,41 various 
MHC II genes and genes related to MHC II antigen presentation and 
function such as SCIMP (SLP adaptor and CSK interacting membrane 
protein), encoding a transmembrane adaptor involved in MHC II 
signaling and immune synapse42 and CD74, encoding the invariant 
chain43 (Figure 6C, D and Dataset E).

Importantly, M6 was clearly enriched in cells from atopic donors 
(AS and AD), and to a lesser extent so did cluster M3 (Figure 6E). In 
contrast, non- atopic (NA) donors' cells were more frequent in clus-
ters M1, M4, and M7 (Figure 6E). A correlation between the LogFC 
of the top 10 DEG and disease status (Figure 6F) demonstrated a 
highly significant positive correlation for M6 in the AS vs HC and AD 
vs HC comparisons, and to a lesser degree for M3. On the contrary, 
the correlation was negative for LogFC of M1, M4, and M7 DEG 
in the AS vs HC and AD vs HC comparisons. This comparison also 
shows a strong association of M5 with AD samples.

Pathway analysis of DEGs from M6 identified GO biologi-
cal processes associated with positive regulation of proliferation 
(GO:0050671; GO:0032946; GO:0070665), regulation of size, 
cytoskeleton, and cell migration (GO:0032535; GO:0008064; 
GO:0007010; GO:0030334); positive regulation of transcrip-
tion from RNA polymerase II promoter (GO:0045944), cytokine- 
mediated signaling pathway (GO:0019221); negative regulation of 
signal transduction (GO:1902532); regulation of I- kappaB kinase/
NF- kappaB signaling (GO:0043122) (Table S3 and Dataset F). The 
analysis supports the notion that cells in the M6 cluster are prone to 
activation and respond to cytokines IL- 4 and IL- 13.

To determine whether active IL- 4/IL- 13 signaling was necessary 
for the maintenance of “type 2- marked” memory B cells, we com-
pared the composition of circulating memory B cells from AD do-
nors that were not treated (AD) or were treated with the anti- IL4R 
blocking antibody dupilumab (DUP). Seurat cluster analysis of 3 AD 
and 4 DUP samples defined 11 memory clusters (Figure S9A), among 

them cluster M7’ with similar DEGs to the previously described “type 
2- marked” M6 cluster in Figures 5 and 6 (Figure S9B). While the fre-
quency of memory B cells in the type 2- marked M7’ cluster was on 
average lower in DUP than AD samples (Figure S9C), type 2- marked 
memory B cells remained present in DUP patients. Remarkably, no IgE 
PC were found in DUP B lymphocyte samples. This suggests that the 
atopic signature of B cells is quite resilient once established, perhaps 
not requiring active IL- 4/IL- 13 signaling for maintenance, but IL- 4/IL- 
13 signaling is necessary for CSR to IgE and formation of new IgE PC.

4  |  DISCUSSION

In this manuscript, we identified a subpopulation of human IgG 
memory B cells that express a B- cell signature characterized by ex-
pression of FCER2/CD23, IL4R, IL13RA1, and IGHE, all known targets 
of IL- 4/IL- 13 signaling in B cells.44– 47 We referred to these cells as 
type 2- marked IgG memory cells. The frequency of type 2- marked 
IgG memory B cells was higher in individuals with asthma or atopic 
dermatitis than in non- atopic healthy subjects, and their frequency 
correlated positively with levels of IgE antibodies in plasma. These 
findings suggest a common developmental relationship between 
type 2- marked IgG memory B cells and IgE antibodies.

The transcriptional profile of type 2- marked IgG memory cells 
predicts that these cells are well equipped for antigen presenta-
tion to T cells and to engage in T- B cell interactions. DEGs of type 
2- marked IgG memory B cells include MHC II genes, and genes en-
coding proteins related to MHC II- mediated antigen presentation 
and signaling, such as the transactivator CIITA, the peptide loading 
chaperone CD74,43 and the transmembrane adaptor SCIMP.42

Differential expression of IL4R and IL13RA1 in type 2- marked IgG 
memory cells predict that these cells would be highly responsive to 
IL- 4/IL- 13 signaling, and germline transcription of IGHE locus, an es-
sential step for class switching, indicates a readiness to undergo CSR 
to IgE. Expression of higher levels of CD40 in type 2- marked IgG 
population is also relevant, as B- T cell interactions through CD40/
CD40L and IL4R signaling in B cells are essential for CSR to IgE in 
vivo.26,48 The profile of type 2- marked IgG memory B cells is thus 
highly consistent with B cells that can engage in cognate interaction 
with Tfh cells producing IL- 4/IL- 1349 and undergoing CSR to give rise 
to IgE plasma cells.

Previous studies on the differentiation of IgE cells demonstrated 
that antigen- specific high- affinity IgE plasma cells are formed from 

F I G U R E  5  Transcriptional profile of B lymphocytes from atopic and non- atopic subjects. (A) UMAP representation of 15 B- cell clusters 
after single- cell sequencing, post quality control, and data integration with SeuratV4. Naive B- cell clusters are represented by N, while 
Memory B cells with M and plasma with PC. Circles encompass these 3 cell sub- types, and the colors are unique per cluster. (B) UMAP 
representation colored by pseudotime based on Monocle3 unsupervised graph and pseudotime analysis. The starting point was defined 
as naive cluster 5, and the endpoint was plasma cells. The graph shows as lines the most associated cells based on their gene expression, 
highlighting two potential routes for naive cells and memory cells. (C) Differential expression results show the top genes per cell cluster. 
The colors indicate the fold change in average expression, while the size shows the percent of cells expressing each marker. (D) Volcano plot 
showing the differential expression results between Memory B cells clusters 1, 4, 7 against 2, 3 and 6. (E) Schematic representation of the 
two possible groups of Memory B Cells based on our dataset. Two possible paths of differentiation identified by pseudotime, M1- M4- M7 
and M5- M2- M3- M6 are shown. Representative differentially expressed genes for the paths and the individual memory clusters are shown.
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    |  13ARANDA et al.

IgG memory cells.10,14 The potential role of type 2- marked IgG 
memory B cells as precursors of IgE plasma cells suggests that this 
population may contain allergen- specific clones responsible for the 
long- term persistence of IgE- mediated allergies.

Among memory B cells analyzed by scRNAseq, we identified a 
FCER2+IL4R+ memory cluster composed of IGHG1+ and IGHG4+ pos-
itive cells co- expressing IGHE, likely reflecting the production of the 
germline IGHE transcript in IgG1 and IgG4 memory cells. Importantly, 
IGHG+FCER2+IL4R+IGHE+ memory B cells identified through scRNA-
seq clearly corresponded to the IgG+IL4R+CD23+ population iden-
tified by flow cytometry. In both types of analysis, we found an 
increased frequency of this population in atopic patients.

Pseudotime analysis of the scRNAseq data identified two 
branches of memory B cells, one of them characterized among 
other genes by expression of Inc- RNA MIAT, RNGTT, and TCF7, 
which encodes the transcription factor TCF1. The TCF7 memory 
branch contained mostly switched memory B cells (IGHA+ and 
IGHG+), including the IGHG+ IL4R+ FCER2+ memory cluster. The 
second memory branch was characterized by a high frequency 
of IGHM/IGHD+ expressing cells and by differential expression 
of ZFP36, GPR183, FOS, and FOSB (ZFP36 memory branch). The 
ZFP36 branch contained cells with high CD1C expression, and a 
small cluster of cells expressing ITGAX+ (encoding CD11c), FCRL5, 
TBX21 (encoding T- bet), and with low expression of CR2 (encod-
ing CD21). CD11c+T- bet+CD21low memory B cells are induced by 
IFNγ during type1 responses50– 52 and have been associated with 
autoimmunity, aging, and viral immunity.53– 56 Interestingly, mem-
ory B cells from atopic subjects tended to be overrepresented in 
the TCF7 memory branch, and under- represented in the ZFP36 
memory branch, indicating a propensity to the higher frequency 
of switched memory B cells in atopic subjects.

Unswitched memory CD23−IL4R− memory B cells had a small but 
significant decrease in frequency in atopic subjects, which implies 
an increase in the corresponding CD23 and IL4R- expressing cells. 
Typically, IgM memory B cells carry less somatic mutations than 
IgG memory cells,57,58 thus IgE derived from direct switching of IgM 
memory cells would likely be of low affinity, and could modulate the 
pathogenicity of high- affinity IgE.14

While most memory B cells do not express CD23 or IL4R, these 
molecules are found in a quite high percentage of the mature naive B 
cells. Our results indicate that there is further upregulation of CD23 
and IL4R in naive B cells of atopic subjects. This may represent a risk 
to produce IgE against novel antigens in atopic subjects.

The scRNAseq studies found few IgE plasma cells from atopic 
donors among a few 100 total plasma cells. Due to their low number, 
it was not possible to faithfully identify markers for IgE plasma cells. 
Nevertheless, IgE plasma cells appear to express a less differentiated 
PC program as indicated for example by higher expression of FCER2 
and MHC II genes, consistent with the previous observations.7

It is not known if the stability of the type 2- marked IgG memory 
B- cell phenotype requires frequent IL4R signaling. IL4R signaling 
and CSR to IgE are inhibited by anti- IL4R blocking antibodies.59,60 
However, we found that type 2- marked IgG memory cells were still 
detectable in PBMC samples from four AD subjects treated with 
anti- IL4R antibody dupilumab, though they were at a reduced fre-
quency in two of the four subjects. Consistent with the described 
reduction of circulating IgE on dupilumab treatment,61– 63 no IgE 
plasma cells were found in the samples from dupilumab- treated 
subjects. Though limited, the findings suggest that the B- cell type 
2 signature remains in the absence of or with very reduced IL4R 
signaling.

In this manuscript, we described a novel population of 
CD23+IL4R+ IgG memory B cells, referred to as type 2- marked 
IgG memory B cells, that differentially express IL- 4/IL- 13 regulated 
genes and are found at increased frequency in peripheral blood of 
atopic subjects. These cells have an expression profile that predicts 
facilitated CSR to IgE and antigen presentation to CD4 T cells. We 
hypothesize that the type 2- marked IgG cells may contain allergen- 
specific clones with enhanced ability to differentiate into IgE plasma 
cells, thus contributing to the long- term persistence of allergy.

This study has limitations due to the restricted number of pa-
tients from whom we were able to obtain blood samples, the rather 
heterogenous nature of the cohorts of atopic and non- atopic sub-
jects analyzed, and the lack of longitudinal samples from dupilumab- 
treated patients.
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F I G U R E  6  Identification of a memory cluster with type 2 immune marks. (A) UMAP representation of memory B cells after re- clustering 
without naive and plasma cells. (B) Dotplot showing the expression of immunoglobulin heavy chains per cluster. The circle's color indicates 
the average expression of cluster cells represented as the fold change relative to all clusters, while the size indicates the percent of cells 
expressing each marker. (C) Heatmap showing the top markers per memory B- cell cluster and the difference in expression between each 
cluster and the average expression of all cells. (D) Differential abundance analysis showing the log2 fold change between comparisons 
between groups (AS, AD, and NA). (E) Boxplots showing the percent cluster distribution of cells from each subject. Sample grouped based 
on their clinical characteristics (NA, Non- Atopic, AS, Asthmatic, and AD, Atopic- Dermatitis). (F) Differential abundance analysis of the 
comparisons between NA, AD, and AS (y- axis). The difference in log2 fold change is shown in color, while significance is shown as size or 
– Log10 (p.value).
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